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What we will cover
1.

Sources of information

2. What changes and when?
3. VAT changes

4. Changes in your NAV/BC system
5. Checklist/suggestions for action

6. Integrations / Additions / Extensions

7. Troubleshooting tips from our Helpdesk regarding
the changeover of open documents

What we will cover is …
-The information published by the UK Government and /
or HMRC
-Suggestions to check regarding your setup, specific
areas such as VAT Statement and VAT Posting Setup and
existing order documents
-Troubleshooting tips

This is NOT VAT/Customs ADVICE !
Please seek this from your accountant, HMRC or
other qualified specialists

Disclaimer

1.

The information provided is based on our Current Understanding
of what the situation will be, taking into account information from
the UK Government, HMRC and other sources.

2.

In some areas the information that they have provided is subject to
review and possible change/further agreements.

3.

Information is provided on an As-Is basis.

4.

The information is provide in good faith and TecMan cannot be
held responsible for any errors or omissions

5.

The nature and the date of future trade agreements and the Irish
border protocols, for example, is not something that TecMan have
any influence over and may further impact on your business after
1st January 2021.

What has already been done (by Tecman and others)
•

Three blog posts linked to
these webinars

Post 1 – Overview & Resources
Post 2 – Trade focused info

Post 3 – VAT focused info for
changes in the NAV/BC system
A portal for resources

A letter was sent to all Vat
registered businesses in Sept &
Oct & Nov to raise awareness
and share links to information

What are we offering customers
•
•
•
•
•

•

Extra consultants available to answer questions in the run up to 31/12/20

Help sheets / briefings with suggestions of possible areas for attention (this is
part of that, more updates to follow)

A questionnaire to try to guide you towards what changes you may need to
make in your system
Follow up consultancy to assist in making the changes (arranged via your
Account Manager)

Our Helpdesk / Support teams trained up and able to help with specific issues
arising (not to set up your system for you at the last minute – changes need to
be done in advance and booked via Account Managers)
Aim is to avoid last minute rush to Support/Helpdesk on Thursday 31st
December or 2nd January

What other sources of help are there?
•
•
•
•
•

HMRC & the GOV.UK sites

Other UK government linked agencies/bodies such as the British Ports
Association, the UK Customs Academy and Opentoexport

Freight Forwarders – but anecdotally there are differences between how
prepared/informed they are, Kuehne+Nagel and Mathez seem active/helpful
Customs Agents and Fast Parcel Operators – see list from UK Gov

Tax/VAT/Customs specialists – speak to your chosen specialist, this is not a
recommendation from Tecman but these two are active in putting out detailed
and informative information: Avalara, RSM (there are lots of others), detail on
next slide

What other sources of help are there?

The GOV.UK site now
has a portal to sign up
for business sector
specific webinars –
running October
onwards

The link is here for
more info, the portal is
here.

continued

What other sources of help are there?

Avalara have a detailed
web offering called
Avalara VATlive, they
recently ran a three day
digital conference which
covered this topic in
detail and they are
regularly posting blogs by
senior staff to help
decipher the changes.
Domenico at Avalara is
happy to be first point of
contact
Domenico.datri@avalara.com

continued

What other sources of help are there?

RSM have a Brexit portal
with help and advice.

They are known to/used by
some of our customers and
are providing advice and
updates.

Contact point is
joanne.torrens@rsmuk.com
Who is happy to pick up enquiries

continued

What other sources of help are there?

Kuehne+Nagel (amongst
others – again not a
recommendation) do
have a Brexit portal with
help and advice.
Their list of
what they need
from you is
helpful

continued

Plan ahead – 14 days to go!
•

•
•

The press stories of thousands of lorries backed up at the border due to lack of
proper paperwork could easily happen, and are based on predictions of 60% of
larger businesses and 20% of smaller businesses being prepared.
The UK Government is implementing new IT systems to make this all happen,
which may have teething problems
There is already supply disruption, review your supply chain lead times

Sources of information - first steps
1.

The UK Government has invited interested parties to sign up for targeted
emails via its Transition portal https://www.gov.uk/transition

2. The UK Government released its “Border Operating Model” document in July,
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-border-operating-model
3. Some groups have held webinars to review the contents of this, including the
British Ports Association/UK Customs Academy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arsxVHwn61A
4. The Institute of Export and International Trade has created this short
summary of the document and its impacts:
https://www.export.org.uk/news/516880/Governments-post-transitionborder-plan-published-today-13-July-10-things-traders-need-to-know-.htm

Summary

What changes ? (goods)
•

•

•
•

Most of the focus (ours included) has been on the customs changes, the rules surrounding
the physical movement of goods over the EU border and the VAT treatments for these. The
issues surrounding Northern Ireland have proved difficult and at time of writing the issue of
Tariffs versus a Free Trade Agreement is continuing.

Trading goods with a business (B2B) - all movements become imports or exports rather
than the zero-rated B2B intra-community supplies that they were previously treated as.
Intrastat reporting continues for one year and only for arrivals. All imports over £135 in value
will face import VAT (import tax) which will be handled through the VAT return (PAV Postponed accounting for VAT). Tariffs may apply (currently unresolved). Traders need to
review their Incoterms and Commodity Codes and ensure they are prepared with the
correct documentation for customs declarations.
Trade with Northern Ireland will be classed as Domestic trade for VAT purposes

Selling goods to a consumer in the EU (B2C) has significant changes, mostly caused by the
loss of the Distance Selling Thresholds, meaning UK sellers need to take advice regarding
registering for VAT in the EU.

.. and what does not ? (services)

• It is actually quite hard to find clarifications on what if anything changes for Service
transactions.
• For services, selling to consumers (B2C) does have quite dramatic changes due to the
loss of the EU Mini One-Stop Shop, meaning UK sellers of electronic, broadcast or
telecoms services to consumers will have to look into registering for VAT in an EU
country to be able to make their VAT declarations for sales of services within the EU.
There is a new OSS for reporting VAT in the EU.
• For Services that are traded business to business (B2B) there are only limited changes
on the VAT on services.
The reverse charge will still apply.
The rules on place of supply continue.
There may be some minor changes to the use and enjoyment rules (apparently).

So do we do anything regarding services ?
•

For services please mostly disregard our earlier document regarding setup changes which was really
focused on trade in goods. We feel that continuing with your current treatment for services only appears
to be the favoured route, but please keep in mind we are not in a position to give VAT advice and have
found this particular aspect of Brexit challenging to find detailed resources for.

•

Please get specialist advice from an appropriate source if you feel this requires further clarification.

•

We await/expects further clarifications, and will share updates as soon as we are able

•

No changes required in your system if you only trade in services

•

BUT - If you trade in both goods and services, we feel you should be ensuring these are split effectively in
the system, to allow different treatments to be applied to goods and services, i.e., use a VAT20 VAT
Product Posting Group for goods only and a SERV20 VAT Product Posting Group for services. This will
allow EU goods transactions to be treated as import/export (a change in your system away from EU
Reverse Charge) whilst service transactions will continue with the reverse charge process. Please see our
other document regarding system setup for images and further detail on this.

Main Changes

What changes and when ?
•
•
•

At 11pm (GMT) on 31st December 2020 the Transition Period will end (we
have already left the EU, but nothing changed due to the Transition Period)
UK will leave the EU’s Single Market, VAT regime and Customs Union

Significant changes to the procedures for moving goods between the UK
and EU

•

Full Border Controls apply immediately for goods moving from GB to EU

•

Full border controls will be applied for goods moving from EU to GB but in
a phased implementation of three stages up to 1st July 2021

•

Separate rules will apply to goods moving between GB and Northern
Ireland, to be developed under the Northern Ireland/Ireland Protocol (not
addressed in the Border Operating Model document)

Core Model and Additional Requirements
•
•
•
•

Core Model – changes that apply to all goods movements

(i) includes: customs declarations and duties, VAT, safety and security
declarations
Additional Requirements – only affect specific goods movements

(i) include the need for special certifications, rules about entering the country
at specific locations and additional border checks

Core Model and Additional Requirements continued
•

Exporting to the EU – Core Model and Additional Requirements apply from 1st
January 2021

•

Importing from the EU – Core Model and Additional Requirements phased in

•

(i) 1st January 2021 – Stage 1 - Basic customs requirements

•

(ii) 1st April 2021 – Stage 2 - Increased requirements for specific imports

•

(iii) 1st July 2021 – Stage 3 - New processes fully apply

Two helpful documents (links below) from HM Government:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/910155/How_to_import
_goods_from_the_EU_into_GB_from_January_2021.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/910156/How_to_export
_goods_from_GB_into_the_EU_from_January_2021.pdf

Exporting from the UK to the EU

UK no longer in the Single market and Customs Union, so:
•
•
•

Export Customs Declarations required

Export Health Certificate for products of animal origin

Export Licence for dual use goods (with civilian & military uses)

•

Wooden packaging must be ISPM15 compliant

•

Safety and Security Declarations required (for example for dual use
products, with civil and military applications)

# All applicable from 1st January 2020, no phased process #

•

•

Exporting from the UK to the EU

continued

Consider whether you will need an EU EORI (on top of your GB EORI) – this may
be required depending on your Incoterms (i.e. DDP) if you will be completing the
Customs Declaration on the import side – you can now get these from Belgium
that will be valid from 1st January 2021)

Consider that the use of the Distance Selling Threshold will no longer be
available to you for B2C sales (as we are outside the VAT scheme)

•

Consider whether you will need to register for VAT in one or more EU countries
(due to the above change)

•

This may require changes in your VAT posting setup, so you charge VAT at the
local rate and report/pay this to the relevant country(ies)

•

You may need to appoint a Fiscal Representative (local VAT agent) (is expensive)

# All applicable from 1st January 2020, no phased process #

•
•

Exporting from the UK to the EU – key considerations
Who is the Exporter of Record ? (check Incoterms)
Ensure you have a GB EORI

•

Is an export licence required ?

•

Proof of export must be retained for zero VAT rating of supply
(could include sales invoice, customs declaration, bill of lading,
proof of delivery etc.)

•

Who will complete the export declarations (i.e. in NES, CDS &
CHIEFS) you or a Freight Forwarder

•

Exit declaration needs key info

•

EU import customs declarations (depending on Incoterms),
require an EU EORI and possible VAT registration (re Import VAT)

Avalara
have
produced a
helpful
checklist
with more
detail on
these
points

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exporting from the UK to the EU – B2C focus
The rules in the EU are changing on 1st July 2021 significantly
st

These will affect UK companies from 1 Jan 2021 due to leaving EU
Current VAT distance sales thresholds will be abolished

Retailers selling B2C, where their cross border sales within the EU is
above €10,000 will have to charge VAT at the local rate
VAT due in territories where the seller is not VAT registered can be
submitted via a OSS (single EU wide VAT return)
But for UK companies this probably means they will need at least
one EU VAT registration (and possibly a Fiscal Representative)

€22 low value consignment threshold abolished, VAT becomes due
VAT on consignments below €150 can be reported via an IOSS
MOSS will continue in an expanded form for sales of service

KPMG have
produced a
helpful
handout
with more
detail on
these
points

Get
Advice !

Importing from the EU into the UK

UK no longer within the Single market and Customs Union, so:
•
•
•

Import Customs Declarations required

Possible Import Tariffs (if no UK:EU Trade Deal) (see later section)
Border Inspection Posts for products of animal origin

•

Import VAT (‘import tax’) payable upon importation (see later section)

•

Requirement to meet UK packaging and labelling requirements

•

Some products may require an Import License

•

Requirement for Safety and Security Declarations (Entry Summary
Declaration)

# Goods cannot leave the port until they are customs cleared #

Import from EU to UK – a three stage process

Stage 1: from 1st January 2020 to 31st March 2020
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 6 months to complete customs declarations on ‘standard goods’ (but
traders must keep records) – Customs Freight Simplified Procedure (CFSP)
Relevant tariffs must be paid on all imports from EU but payment can be
deferred until customs declaration made
Customs declarations required (and excise duty payable) on controlled
goods (alcohol, tobacco, toxic chemicals)

Imports of live animals and high-risk plants and plant products require prenotification and health documentation
Physical checks at point of destination or other approved premises for all
high-risk live animals
Imports of high-risk animal by products need pre-notification
Postponed VAT accounting applies for import VAT.

Import from EU to UK – a three stage process

Stage 2: from 1st April 2020 to 30th June 2020
•

All products of animal origin (POAO) require pre-notification and relevant
health documentation

•

All regulated plants and plant products require pre-notification and
relevant health documentation

Import from EU to UK – a three stage process

Stage 3: 1st July 2020 onwards
•

Full customs declarations required for all goods

•

Any relevant tariffs must be paid (if no trade deal)

•

Checks for animals, plants and related products will take place at GB
Border Control Posts

•

Sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) products will have an increase in physical
checks and samples taken

•

Full Safety and Security declarations required

•

Avalara have produced a helpful summary of these stages

Import from EU to UK – key considerations
•

Who is the Importer of Record ?

•

Ensure you have a UK EORI

•

Is an Import Licence required?

•

How will you settle the Import VAT ?

•

Will you defer the customs declaration ?

•

What are the likely UK import tariffs ?

•

Will you use a Duty Deferment Account ?

•

Is your EU Exporter ready ? (they need to
get their side of things sorted)

•Avalara have
produced a
helpful checklist
with more
detail on these
points

Transitional Simplified Procedures (TSP) - withdrawn
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This was put in place in case of a no-deal Brexit, it is currently suspended from
Feb to Dec 2020, but may be reactivated (they say “ keep your paperwork safe”)
Allows the import of goods into the UK without having to make a full customs
declaration at the border and postpone paying import duties
www.gov.uk/hmrc/eu-simple-importing

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transitional-simplified-procedures

Requires a duty deferment account, payment taken by monthly direct debit
Controlled goods (alcohol/tobacco/controlled drugs) handled differently
VAT accounted for on VAT return

Requires EORI number + VAT Reg no and must not have customs duties arrears!

If customers already trade outside the EU then this may not be relevant, can use
existing arrangements or choose to register for TSP

Northern Ireland

Northern Ireland

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

This has been very hard to get clarity on, it is only just emerging now. The
following slides list some aspects that were the case but now may be
superseded – they are left in for reference
The current position is GB-NI trade in both goods and services will be
classed as domestic trade

This link from Avalara is the nearest we can get to clarity
https://www.avalara.com/vatlive/en/vat-news/brexit-northern-ireland-vatand-eoro--xi--number.html

The XI prefix is being used for trade from NI to the EU (only needed if have
a warehouse in NI or are a business registered in NI)
Trade GB to NI does not need to identify those transactions as XI

The TSS is actively supporting NI companies, with XI EORI numbers

Goods on the ‘at risk’ list will face Duty when moved into Northern Ireland

Ireland
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Irish Sea will form the VAT and Customs border for Goods only
Separate rules will apply for goods moving over the Irish border

Being developed under the Northern Ireland / Ireland Command Protocol
Route used matters, Dublin to Holyhead (the shortest route) will have
customs implications, Belfast to Cairnryan may not (UK only)
Not part of the Border Operating Model

NI origin goods are covered under UK trade deals not EU trade deals

Transit issues not yet resolved for NI businesses (i.e. movement from NI to
GB then on to EU)

•

This webinar gives more information (but is subject to change)

•

Avalara have produced a very useful summary as at 23 Nov and 27th Nov

Northern Ireland VAT after Brexit
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

NI will have a dual position after 1st January 2021

NI was to remain inside the EU VAT regime, Customs Union and Single
Market for goods only – to prevent the need for physical border checks –
but this has been modified now, VAT is UK domestic
HMRC will administer EU VAT in NI

Goods movements NI to rest of EU will be treated exactly the same as
before, a movement within the EU VAT regime (zero rated intracommunity
transactions if B2B)
Services come under GB VAT rules not EU

VAT Reg No. for NI companies after 1st January 2021, will start with XI

NI is independent of EU-UK Free Trade Area deal, NI Protocol is in place for
4 years (at least) from 1st January 2021, but subject to review by NI Assembly
Transit/onwards movements still under discussion

Northern Ireland
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Subject to further talks (Northern Ireland Command Paper)

Goods originating in Northern Ireland when exported to the Republic of
Ireland, no border checks, no tariffs
Same for goods into Northern Ireland from EU

Northern Ireland remains aligned with EU rules, i.e. on VAT and standards
Goods transiting Northern Ireland to go on to GB will be different
(probably) and face import/export regulation. Still to be agreed

Goods moving from GB to NI business, not subject to customs duties and
any applicable tariffs, unless they will ultimately enter EIRE or EU (or are
deemed to be ‘at risk’ of this)
Goods sold for ‘further manufacturing’ may face duties & tariffs

May be a requirement for additional checks on products of animal origins

Northern Ireland continued
•
•

•

The Northern Ireland Protocol is explained well by the BBC here:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/explainers-53724381

The UK government had launched legislation – the Internal Market Bill,
aimed at ensuring no tariffs on goods or services traded between Northern
Ireland and the rest of the UK
This was contentious and potentially breaking the original withdrawal
agreement with the EU but was in response to the threat of the trade deal
talks ending without a deal. This seems to have been dropped as the EU
has apparently agreed to GB – NI trade being classed as domestic, to avoid
‘internal’ trade barriers, explained by the BBC here and here

Northern Ireland continued
•
•

•
•
•

A list of the goods ‘at risk’ of being exported to the EU (rather than
remaining in Northern Ireland) is due to be agreed by a joint committee

The UK government is expected to publish a Finance Bill later this year to
push this issue in a similar fashion to the Internal Market Bill – unilaterally
determine the goods to go on the list.

NI to EU B2C trade – Distance Selling Regulations change 1st July 2021, then
OSS (one stop shop)
NI to GB trade – Import VAT and tariffs (possibly), tariffs to be refunded to
NI traders by UK government (pending agreements)
This summary from Avalara is helpful (but none of this is settled)

TSS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trader Support Service, set up to help businesses in Northern Ireland

Recently made available https://www.gov.uk/guidance/trader-support-service
Partly digital, self-help automated customs system, integrating with
CHIEF/CDS from HMRC
Also to include a call centre help service

But only UK side, EU controls still to be clarified

Is active now, helping NI businesses get an XI EORI - auto enrolment was in
place up to 14th December, now need to manually apply if not received

They also assist with the goods ‘at risk’ register
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-you-can-declare-goods-you-bringinto-northern-ireland-not-at-risk-of-moving-to-the-eu-from-1-january-2021

GVMS
•
•
•
•

Goods Vehicle Movement System

Currently in development, await final details

Intended to track movement of goods across the Irish Sea

Customs Declaration processed during crossing, vehicle checked or
held/inspected as appropriate on arrival

Tariffs

Tariffs
•
•
•

If no Trade Deal with EU, UK reverts to WTO terms (MFN – Most Favoured Nation
terms)
Tariffs may apply to EU goods in the same way they do to any WTO member
(outside a trade deal)

Commodity Codes – must be correct, company responsibility (Agent, if used)

•

UK Global Import Tariffs – many have been changed/simplified, including some
on the Covid19 Commodity Code list)

•

Liberalisations to support manufacturing and green industries, tariff removed on
over 2,000 products

•

Use this to check https://www.check-future-uk-trade-tariffs.service.gov.uk/tariff
or this link https://www.gov.uk/get-rules-tariffs-trade-with-uk

Tariffs continued
•
•
•

The EU has trade agreements with over 70 countries, which the UK was part of
The UK is working to roll those over to replicate them, it has many trade deals
in place to replace those the EU provided, others still being negotiated
This link provides more detail and a list of the agreements:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-trade-agreements-with-non-eu-countries
• The BBC has this page explaining more

• Other trade deals being discussed with USA, Australia, New Zealand and the
CPTPP (includes Mexico, Canada, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore) as well as
the African Continental Free Trade Area
• Freeports may be a feature in the future, with simplified customs procedures

Tariffs continued
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The bottom line is the EU is playing hardball

The UK Gov has said it is happy to remove tariffs on >70% of products

The EU has refused this, it wishes to link this to a formal free trade deal

Australia is not a great place to be (in terms of trade deals) – we would be
behind them and every other country if it’s a no deal/hard Brexit with no real
agreements or facilitations in place

If the UK wishes to drop tariffs to assist EU trade it has to do it for all nations,
opening up the risk of a flood of cheap foreign imports

There is some talk about as things are going down to the wire maybe there
will be a short implementation period, to allow system setup time etc.
This BBC link gives the story so far, the situation is continuing…

This blog post from Avalara is a good summary as at 13th October

Customs Declarations

Customs Declarations
•
•

•
•

Liability is with the trader not their agent

Review Incoterms (International Commercial Terms) to check who is responsible
for the customs declarations, trade documentation, licences and freight costs
(determines the Declarant of Record) Link for info
Commercial invoice must state the Incoterms (required document at port)
ExWorks places responsibility onto the overseas buyer

•

DDP puts the responsibility on to the exporter (you need an EU EORI no. plus
possibly a local VAT reg for the import VAT)

•

This link explains them well and has a free download document

•

Need to be reviewed as they determine your responsibilities as a buyer or seller

Incoterms = Shipment Method Codes in NAB/BC
•
•
•

Stored on Customer and Vendor cards

Transferred to transactions such as sales orders or purchase orders and can
then be modified if required
See separate handout for more info

Customs Declarations

continued

•

A new Customs Declaration Service (CDS) will be in place

•

‘Badges’ allow customs agents and traders to make customs declarations
through a specific port (that are Inventory Linked to streamline the process)

•

Goods will not be able to clear customs with incorrect documentation,
including the commercial invoice, the Incoterms, your EORI number (and VAT
reg number)

•

WARNING – the requirement for an EU EORI number if you are responsible
for the customs declaration on import to the EU has been mostly overlooked.
But the UK Gov does mention it here and so does this Freight Forwarder

•

BUT there is currently no mechanism to apply for this EU EORI no. as your GB
EORI no. is technically still valid (until 11pm 31st Dec 2020)

Transit
•

•
•

•
•
•

UK remains in the Common Transit Convention (CTC) which allows
movement of goods across certain borders without paying import duties,
until goods arrive at final destination (requires a bank guarantee).
May be important for trade with Ireland and trade through France to
Germany for example

Will continue post Brexit, used for moving goods between UK, EU and CTC
countries (Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Turkey, North
Macedonia and Serbia)
Only pay duty when goods reach final destination

Requires Transit Accompanying Documents (TAD) which may become digital

Companies need to register as an authorised consignee to enable
movements to end at traders premises

Intrastat Returns - Supplemental Declarations
The HMRC letter dated 5th November stated:
“If you’re currently a registered Intrastat business, or in the coming year you exceed the Intrastat exemption
threshold (£1,500,000 for European imports and/or £250,000 for European exports), you must submit
Intrastat declarations in 2021 for the following movement of goods:
• imported into Great Britain from Europe
• imported into Northern Ireland from Europe
• exported from Northern Ireland to Europe

Intrastat Returns - Supplemental Declarations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continues, but with confusion due to conflicting messages from HMRC
As at 16th October 2020 the latest update is that Intrastat will NOT be
required for Exports from Great Britain to the EU

Required for both Standard Import (full customs declarations) and
Deferred Declarations of imports (standard goods).

But only for 1 year (due to importers having the option to defer import
customs declarations for up to 6 months between 01/01/20 and 30/06/20)
HMRC have also ‘clarified’ that businesses may ask to be excused from
Intrastat if all of their customs declarations are cleared through CHIEFS.

Care with Northern Ireland – a recent letter from HMRC has further
clarified that Imports to Northern Ireland from Europe and Exports to
Europe from Northern Ireland for 4 years from 01/01/21

Intrastat Returns - Supplemental Declarations
•

•
•

continued

Specifically mentioned in the new Import advice flow chart (only) and the
Border Operating Model document “If you are an Intrastat business make
sure you or your intermediary continues to submit your Intrastat returns”.
Be careful with older copies of the Import and Export advice flow charts,
the Export one also used to say that Intrastat continued

Was mentioned as not being required in the Northern Ireland documents,
but apparently now Intrastat continues fully in NI until 2025 for
movements to and from the EU (due to being in the EU VAT regime)

EC Sales List reporting
•
•
•
•

Ends January 2021

For sales to EU businesses made on or after 1st January 2021, UK companies
will not need to submit EC Sales Lists

The deadline to report sales to EU businesses made before 1st January 2020
is the 21st of January 2021
Still required to keep records and proof that goods have left the country

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-how-to-report-your-eu-sales

Customs Special Procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Could include: Customs Comprehensive Guarantee and Customs
Authorisations, Approved Exporter Status
Expected to be used more by UK companies
Can give an economic benefit to traders

Customs Warehousing, Inward Processing, Outward Processing, Temporary
admission

Can also be Authorised Economic Operator (AEO), for customs simplification,
done by some retailers, pharmaceutical companies, not just Ports
This will impact on the postponed VAT accounting for import VAT (see later
slides) as you can account for the import Vat when the goods are released
into free circulation

Trade Remedies
•
•
•
•

Countervailing duties, extra tariffs to import certain goods

UK had said it would retain most of the 110 EU Trade Remedies (last year)
Relevant to Steel and Ceramics, plus some other industries

Interesting development with US trade and possible future deal or lack of

Duty Suspensions
•
•

Global rules, so likely to continue, applies where little or no local supply
But, no actual announcement

Contingency

Right now – latest updates EU
•
•
•

Mostly concern: Aviation, Transport and Fishing – to avoid disruption
EU preparations for a no deal – BBC News summary here
EU documents on contingency measures are here

Northern Ireland
•
•
•
•

No physical land border checks (NI/EIRE)

Will have checks at the border controls at sea ports

3 month grace period for supermarkets importing food to NI
Still complicated BBC News explainer here

Key Actions

Key actions businesses may need to take to prepare:
•
•
•

Check you have a GB EORI number (must start with GB) – issued to most UK
businesses last year BUT you may need an EU EORI number as well

Get a customs intermediary and/ or check staff are trained in new procedures

If making own declarations, you need the software to access the CHIEF system
and apply for a CHIEF badge(s)

•

Apply for a duty deferment account (reduced need for guarantees)

•

Register for NES (National Export System) – also requires CHIEF badge(s)

•

Register for NCTS (New Computerised Transit System)

•

Transit movement may require authorised consignee status plus temporary
storage authorisation and access to NCTS

Key actions continued:
•

Check you are using the correct Commodity Codes

•

Review your paperwork and documents produced by your systems

•

Review your terms of trade and Incoterms

•

Review your VAT posting setup and VAT statement to allow you to correctly
account for postponed VAT accounting in your VAT return

•

If selling into the EU, review your position (and you may need specialist
advice from companies such as Avalara (there are many others and this is not
a recommendation by Tecman) – but getting good advice is crucial and we
are not able to give you VAT advice

Some other costs/points to consider:
•

The Customs Declarations will increase dramatically in volume in the UK
(predicted to be over 360% increase)

•

Capacity is being increased, and new systems like CDS

•

Training is essential

•

Consider cost of software and the badges required and per transaction cost

•

Cost per customs declaration will vary depending on the volume per year but
likely to be higher for low volume, so “more than a few pounds”

•

Keep an eye on the tariffs situation, check what they may be if in force

VAT

Import VAT
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

International principle applies, exports to EU will now be zero rated for VAT
(same as with Rest of World trade)
Must maintain proof of export files

Requires update to VAT posting setup (EU purchases not 20% reverse charge
any more) and VAT Statement
Import VAT payable by the buyer, import VAT is and tax on importation
separate from duty/tariffs and not determined by Incoterms

Postponed VAT accounting – allows the business to defer the import VAT, so
it is accounted for (paid and reclaimed) via their VAT Return (to help with
cashflow, no longer paid upfront then reclaimed later).

No timeframe for how long this will last (this method was last used in 1984)
Applies to all import VAT, not just that arising from EU Imports

Import VAT continued

•
•

•

•
•
•

Postponed VAT accounting – no upfront payment of import vat (if VAT
registered), this is paid and reclaimed on the VAT Return

This is apparently optional, can still use a Deferment Account and pay it
month in lieu as now (or you may have to pay upfront – if GB EORI
number not on documentation)

An online monthly statement will be available to download (and keep)
from HMRC (Government Gateway, you need to register for the Postponed
VAT Accounting service, and can do this now)
This states the total import VAT postponed for the previous month, which
needs to be included on the VAT return for that period

No authorisation required to start doing this, but must have your GB EORI
number on your customs declaration along with your VAT reg no.

If Customs Special procedures are in use, this will impact on the postponed
VAT accounting for import VAT as you then account for the import Vat
when the goods are released into free circulation

Import VAT continued
•

•

Postponed VAT accounting cannot be used if you are authorised to use
simplified declarations for import and complete your simplified frontier
declaration before 1st January 2021

If you are eligible to defer submitting your supplementary declarations for
up to 6 months you must account for the import VAT on your Vat Return,
this part is not deferred (see next slide)

These links explain things:

• https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-when-you-can-account-for-import-vaton-your-vat-return
• https://www.gov.uk/guidance/complete-your-vat-return-to-account-forimport-vat

Import VAT and Deferred Declarations
•

•
•
•
•

If you are eligible to defer submitting your customs/supplementary
declarations for up to 6 months you must account for the import VAT on
your Vat Return
Only the duty is deferred by up to 6 months, not the import VAT
You will need to estimate the import VAT due from your records

When you submit your deferred declaration, your next online monthly
statement will show the amount of import VAT

You will then need to account for any difference on your next vat return

• https://www.gov.uk/guidance/complete-your-vat-return-to-account-forimport-vat

Low Value Consignments

VAT changes B2C and B2B – consignments below £135
•
•
•
•
•
•

If unsure please get specialist VAT advice, we cannot provide this

There is a new model for the VAT treatment of goods arriving into GB from
outside the UK and sold to a UK customer (delivery address in UK)
Applies only to consignments not exceeding £135

No import VAT, the VAT is collected at point of sale instead

Mostly this will affect overseas sellers and Online Market Places (OMP)

But “Business to business sales not exceeding £135 in value will also be
subject to the new rules. However, where the business customer is VAT
registered in the UK and provides its valid VAT registration number to the
seller, the VAT will be accounted for by the customer by means of a reverse
charge.”

VAT changes B2C and B2B – consignments below £135
•
•

•
•

•

This UK Government policy paper gives more detail

This is a complex area, these links aim to explain the previously mentioned
policy paper, one document from KPMG and two blog posts from another
accountancy/audit firm here and here.

A lot of the info is focused on OMP (online market places) and reads like its
just for B2C sales into the UK BUT ITS NOT.
If you as a VAT registered business buy goods located abroad, and they
arrive in a consignment where the goods value is less than £135 then they
will not incur Import VAT but will incur VAT at the point of supply

If you have not provided your supplier with your VAT reg no. they will treat
it as a B2C sale and charge VAT on the supply

VAT changes B2C and B2B – consignments below £135
•
•
•

If you provide your VAT reg no. they can transfer the obligation to account
for the VAT to you, so you won’t pay the VAT upfront like a consumer

BUT the VAT is handled as a domestic reverse charge (nothing to do with the
EU Reverse Charge for VAT that is about to end)
You will need to account for the VAT quoted on the invoice in your VAT
return in Box 1 as VAT due on sales and other outputs.

------------------------------------------------------------------------•
•

If you never receive a low value consignment you don’t need to worry about
this. If you do, you need to be able to correctly account for it.
Consider if a supplier is ever likely to part ship, and one of those shipments
could possibly trigger this process?

External Changes

Looking up VAT Reg no's online is changing
•
•

•
•
•
•

The VIES service is provided by the EU, from 1st Jan 2021 it will not be able to
check UK VAT registered business
This is used by many of our customers and can be automated within
NAV/Business Central using a Service Connection, this allows your system to
check VAT Reg Numbers as they are entered or on demand.

The service will continue to work for EU VAT registered businesses (including
Northern Ireland)
HMRC has provided this alternative
https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/check-vat-number/enter-vat-details

The new XI VAT Reg no. for Northern Ireland businesses – may appear in
both databases (untested)
We have begun a discussion with Microsoft to hopefully allow this to be
added in alongside the existing service – use this link to vote for it

Text of email from HMRC re VIES lookup service
“I’m writing to tell you that from 1 January 2021, users of the European Commission’s VIES on the Web
service, will not be able to carry out validation checks against any VAT number of a UK business, that is not
recognised as operating under the terms of the Northern Ireland Protocol for VAT.
In response to this HMRC has developed an alternative online service called Check a UK VAT Number.
The service checks the validity of your suppliers and customers VAT registration numbers in seconds, and if
required will provide proof of checks, enabling you to fulfil your due diligence obligations.
This service will include an Application Programme Interface (API) that enables businesses that need to check
large quantities of VAT numbers, to connect directly to it. The API is now live and access to the service at
HMRC’s Developer Hub where the code can be tested. The test phase provides your business with an
opportunity to be involved in valuable software developer engagement. Following testing production
credentials can also be requested in the Developer Hub for approval by the API team.
I’d advise you to act now and speak to your software provider, as you need to be sure that you can continue
to check UK VAT numbers beyond the end of the Brexit Transition period. There’s also some useful
information about all the new trading rules here.”

System Changes

Changes in your system
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

If unsure ask us for help, book one to one help via your Account Manager
Some aspects can be set up in advance (in Live) quite safely
Plan what needs doing, when and by whom

Consider your trading times over the Christmas period, do you shut down
anyway for part of the festive period? If so this may help as a cut off point

If 24/7 operation – a break will have to be called, where no new documents
are created, to allow the relevant master data to be switched over and
open documents updated – this needs to be done by 11pm on 31st
December 2020
Test the full setup in your test system

Test the process you will use for updating the open documents (more on
that later)

Changes in your system
•
•
•

•
•

continued

Its not just about VAT

Consider documents you produce in the system, will they need
amendments, maybe to include your EORI number?

Commercial invoices – will you be producing these? Will your freight
forwarder? What info do you need on it? If you already produce these
either inside or outside your NAV/BC system the template may need
updating

Customers that print export documents from the NAV/BC system will need
to have their EORI number added to the relevant document report designs.
May need to review integrations, for example you pull in any VAT related
information into NAV/BC , importing invoices from other systems etc.

Changes in your system

continued further

• Need to review Customer Templates and Vendor Templates which will have a pre
set VAT Business Posting Group
• Review Journals such a Recurring Journals and Standard Journals which have
saved lines/setup that may include old VAT posting setup.
• Copy Document function – consider not using for EU customers/vendors as may
copy ‘old’ setup
• Check other system areas like our Extensions/Additions, in Clever Document
Delivery the body text may need reviewing by customers as may have set
wording referring to specific VAT treatment

Changes with VAT – a summary
•
•
•

•
•
•

End of EU reverse charge process, treat same as rest of world

Will need to change VAT Business Posting Group of all Customer and
Vendor records (cards) that were previously EU

Rather than simply swap to “Export” may be best to use “EU2021”(or
“EU27” the name in use for the remainder of the EU less the UK) to keep
these separate as further changes are expected if trade deals are agreed

Will require new lines in VAT Posting Setup for the above group, with same
treatment as rest of world (for now)
Will require modification of the VAT Statement, Boxes 1,4 & 7

Not necessary to change General Business Posting Group on customer or
vendor cards, nor the Vendor Posting Group and Customer Posting Group
as Debtors/Creditors control accounts have no need to change in Chart of
Accounts

System Changes - demo

VAT changes in your system – VAT Business Posting Groups
•
•
•
•

•
•

If unsure ask us for help, book one to one help via your Account Manager
Use a new VAT Business Posting Group (maybe called EU2021 or EU27)

This can be done in advance (but don’t swap customers/vendors to it yet)

At the appropriate time (and that will vary for each business but must be
done before 1st Jan 2021 and new documents are created) - swap all EU
customers and vendors to this new VAT Business Posting Group so all new
documents are created correctly. You must not swap them in advance.
The VAT Rate Change Tool will not help here, so it is a manual update or
RapidStart/Config Package
An example of possible setup is shown next (each time the NAV / RTC /
Desktop Client is shown first, then the Web Client/Business Central)

VAT changes in your system – VAT Business Posting Groups
•
•

•

Why are we swapping EU to a new EU2021 type of VAT Business Posting
Group? Why not just swap them all to ROW / Rest of World / Foreign?

Because this is unlikely to be the end of the changes, there are likely to be
further developments / future trade deals that MAY mean this group once
again gets a specific treatment different to the rest of the world, so it
makes sense to keep them together
It also means you have consistency/continuity for reporting these
separately (internally) from the ROW postings

VAT changes in your system – VAT Product Posting Groups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If unsure ask us for help, book one to one help via your Account Manager
Use a new VAT Product Posting Group (ideally called POSTPONED)
This can be done in advance (but don’t use it yet)

When your first monthly statement of import VAT is received this will be
used to post the amount of VAT being postponed
An example of possible setup is shown next (in both the NAV / RTC /
Desktop Client and the Web Client/Business Central)

There are other new lines in here that may be required depending on the
nature of your transactions.

The lines for BELOW and REV-CHG both relate to low consignment imports
below the £135 threshold

VAT changes in your system – VAT Posting Setup
•
•

•

•
•

If unsure ask us for help, book one to one help via your Account Manager

General principle – do not remove lines from your VAT Posting Setup,
create new lines to handle the new situation. If you delete or amend the
existing lines it WILL cause problems with existing transactions and when
you run the Calc & Post process to close the reported VAT Entries.

No further use of the EU Reverse Charge lines in the VAT posting setup
(but leave the lines in the VAT Posting Setup), VAT treatment is now same
as Rest of World, zero rated and Normal VAT (note there are requirements
of proof of export for zero rating)

Using the new VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021), create the equivalent
combinations mirroring what you had for EU but at zero rate.
See next two slides for an example

VAT changes in your system – VAT Posting Setup
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

part 2

If unsure ask us for help, book one to one help via your Account Manager

VAT Postponed Accounting – we have a monthly statement of Import VAT
that we need to pay and reclaim on our Vat Return, how do we record this?
Need some new setup in the VAT Posting Setup
Post a journal to achieve this in your system

See next two slides for an example of the setup

The line with the ‘blank’ VAT Business Posting Group matched to Postponed
is required as we are using a Journal to post the Import VAT (best route)
This line creates a Full VAT entry

VAT changes in your system – Chart of Accounts
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are in control of all of this, these are just suggestions

Consider best practice, the VAT control accounts should not be left ticked
for Direct Posting (it’s a control account)
To gain visibility of these new entries (especially if you end up estimating
the Import VAT) a separate VAT G/L account is helpful
This is lines 5612 and 5632 in the demo images following this slide
They are ticked for Direct Posting (so they can be used on journal
lines/documents)

They have the appropriate default posting setup on them (General Posting
Type of Sales/Purchase and the VAT Product Posting Group of POSTPONED

An example journal using this setup
•
•
•
•
•
•

You will receive a monthly statement from HMRC

This gives the amount of Import VAT to be account for and will state the
date of import (Tax Point) which drives which VAT return they should be on
You need to post this information into the system so we have it in the
Chart of Accounts and as two VAT Ledger Entries

It will have a net effect of zero as we are due to pay it and can reclaim in
the same VAT return period

The journal must create a VAT entry (tick for Copy VAT Setup to Journal
Lines) and may be easier to use if you also tick Suggest Balancing amount
For traceability use a new Batch and use it only for this, it will be much
easier to trace the postings in the G/L Registers

An example journal using this setup
•
•

•

•

continued

Obviously this was a fairly simple example, we posted one line for the
Import VAT due to be paid (as per the total on your monthly statement)

You may wish to post a line for each importation that makes up the total
figure (depending on volume) and then post a single balancing line for the
amount you can reclaim (the total)
If you are estimating the Import VAT due to deferring the Customs
Declaration then we suggest you use separate lines for this, for better
visibility, or possibly even on a separate batch, for easy traceability

The resulting postings are shown in the following slides (note all other
entries are absent to keep things easy to read, you will have other entries
in your live system)

VAT changes in your system – VAT Statement
•
•

If unsure ask us for help, book one to one help via your Account Manager

General principle – do not remove lines from your VAT Statement, instead
create new lines to handle the new situation. If you delete or amend the
existing lines it will cause problems with existing transactions and when you
run the Calc & Post process to close the reported VAT Entries.

Boxes 1, 4 and 7 need to change
•
•
•

Box 1: Include the VAT due in this period on all imports accounted for through
postponed VAT accounting
Box 4: Include the VAT reclaimed in this period on imports accounted for
through postponed VAT accounting

Box 7: Include the total value of all imports of goods included in your online
monthly statement, excluding any VAT

VAT changes in your system – VAT Statement
•

•
•
•

•

Will require modification of
the VAT Statement, Boxes 1,4
&7
Do not remove existing lines
See separate booklet on this

Caution – as we are changing
the VAT Business Posting
Group of EU to EU2021,
other boxes also need
reviewing (6,8,9)
Boxes 2 & 4 also need
updating to bring in the
EU2021 services reverse
charge entries

If you recently reviewed your VAT Statement as part
of the MTD process then you have a head start. We
need to add a few lines only.
If you are still using a ‘Bridging Solution’ to report
your VAT watch out for the 1st April 2021 deadline for
using ‘digital links’ – and if you haven’t reviewed your
VAT Statement, do it now.

BOX 1 – line added in to ensure that
the Import VAT due is added to the VAT
we are liable to pay (Postponed Vat
Accounting – monthly statement)
• Line 020 is required to filter the
journal used to record the Import
VAT (Sale-Blank–Postponed)
• The totalling on Line 030 will pick
this up and feed it in to Box 1
• Lines 028 and 029 may be required
for low value consignments

BOX 4 – line added in to ensure that the Import VAT is added to the VAT we are able to reclaim
(Postponed VAT Accounting – monthly statement)
• Line 070 is required to filter the journal used to record the Import VAT (Purchase-Blank-Postponed)
• The totalling on Line 080 will pick this up and feed it in to Box 4
• Lines 071 to 076 may be required for the low value consignments below £135

BOX 9 – line(s) added in to ensure that the Base value of the EU purchases is included
using the new posting setup (i.e. EU2021) – this is also then included in box 7
• The actual lines required will vary depending on your specific circumstances (lines
242 to 246)
• Lines 253 and 254 are only required if you need to separate Services from Goods

BOX 7 – line(s) added in to ensure that the Base value of all the other purchases is
included using the new posting setup (i.e. BELOW, REV-CHG)
• The actual lines required will vary depending on your specific circumstances

The end result of the journal shown earlier is
the netting off of the VAT due and the VAT
reclaimable to zero (in Box 5, above)

Low Value Consignments only – VAT Posting Setup

•
•
•

If unsure ask us for help, book one to one help via your Account Manager

This gets complicated and if you never receive consignments below the £135
threshold you will not need this. Consider yourworking practices!
You will need some new setup in the VAT Posting Setup, to allow either:

(a) An invoice received to have VAT on it that you are due to pay (which will be
reclaimable via Box 4)

(b) An invoice received that states you are responsible for accounting for the VAT
via a reverse charge (goes in Box 1 but can be reclaimed via Box 4)
•
•
•

CAUTION – you may not know upfront that it will trigger this (the
default/expected posting will be zero rated for VAT.

This area will open up a need to discuss/train staff to recognise these

Non-UK suppliers will probably get this wrong at first, but it may happen at
any time, maybe due to a part shipment being received

• EU2021 & BELOW can be used if known in advance or you use Purchase Orders for the actual receipt
• EU2021 & REV-CHG can be used if it is a UK VAT Reg supplier providing goods located overseas and they have your VAT reg
no. they can pass the VAT obligation to you to handle the VAT liability as a domestic reverse charge (goes in Box 1 – you are
liable for the VAT, reclaimable in Box 4)
• EU2021 & FULL can be used as an extra line on the Purchase Invoice to allow the amount of VAT that you have been
charged (sales VAT) that you were not originally expecting to be added on, thus correctly matching the invoice received (or
can be done on a separate purchase invoice – with a note/ref linking the two)

• Then same setup repeated for ROW as for EU2021, with both BELOW, REV-CHG and FULL. Uses as explained above

• EU2021 & BELOW can be used if known in advance or you use Purchase Orders for the actual receipt
• EU2021 & REV-CHG can be used if it is a UK VAT Reg supplier providing goods located overseas and they have your VAT reg
no. they can pass the VAT obligation to you to handle the VAT liability as a domestic reverse charge (goes in Box 1 – you
are liable for the VAT, reclaimable in Box 4)
• EU2021 & FULL can be used as an extra line on the Purchase Invoice to allow the amount of VAT that you have been
charged (sales VAT) that you were not originally expecting to be added on, thus correctly matching the invoice received
(or can be done on a separate purchase invoice – with a note/ref linking the two)

• Then same setup repeated for ROW as for EU2021, with both BELOW, REV-CHG and FULL. Uses as explained above

Document Changes

System Changes – Document changes (Report Layouts)

•

•
•

•
•

A number of customers have already requested that their GB EORI number be
stored in the NAV/BC system (usually in Company Information) and used on
various documents
Some customer may already have Commercial Invoices produced in the
NAV/BC system, these may need amending.

Some have already asked us to set this up so Commercial Invoices can be
produced via the system. The precise requirements for this are up to you, you
need to specify what you need on the document
In the first instance please discuss with your Account Manager (not Support)
If you have other requirements, for example system integrations or EDI, this
may need to be looked at, you need to review this and then discuss with us.

Open Documents

Checklist / suggestions for action - Documents

• Basic principle – you need to plan for this and test it in your test system
• Get a team of people involved, consider timings and holidays
• What documents are in use in your business?

• For each type, you will need to test how you will deal with each type of
open document, this could include: Quotes, Orders, Blanket Orders, Drop
Shipments/Special Orders, Invoices, Return Orders etc. (the list will be
different for each customer)
• Review open orders, created before the deadline but to be shipped or
received after 11pm on 31st December.
• Plan when you can do this change over?
• Plan last dispatch dates/times for Sales

• Can you manipulate your supply chain, to reduce arrivals over this period?
• Make your problem smaller !

Checklist / suggestions for action - Documents
How/suggestions

• Use the Archive Document functionality, gives you a copy of the document
in its current status, to refer back to
• To turn on Archiving look in the Purchases and Payables Setup (and Sales
and Receivables Setup) and choose the relevant documents to archive

• Consider printing the actual open documents for easy ref when recreating
• Consider a PDF print of the existing documents and attach to the new
version (for easy ref)

• Please see our separate document on this to guide you on how/what to do
and the things to watch out for with certain documents (check the Portal)
• Test the process in your Test system during December

Checklist / suggestions for action - Documents
How/suggestions

• The existing VAT Rate Change Tool will not be any help to you, it is designed
to help with a rate change and only changes the VAT Product Posting Group,
not the VAT Business Posting Group
• We do not have an out of the box solution for you, this will be a manual
process for most of our customers

• If your volume of documents is going to be so large it is not practical to
deal with manually then contact us urgently (once you have completed the
new questionnaire) as believe we can create something that will assist but
given the range of versions and different documents involved it is not
practical to create a ‘solution’ for all.

• Any tool we develop for you is only going to be worth the time and expense
if there are very large document volumes involved

Checklist / suggestions for action - Documents
• Open Documents not shipped or received – swap document over to new
VAT Business Posting Group (or recreate)
• Part received/shipped documents – need to split the document.
On a Purchase Order (for example)

1 Archive the document (turn on Archiving via Purchase & Payables Setup first)
2 Invoice the lines that have been received (up to 11pm 31st December 2020).

3 Reopen the PO, change the Quantity down to the quantity received

4 Create new document for the balance (using a Note to link this back to the
original document number).
5 On original document add a note to ref the new document, then archive it
# Anything received after 11pm 31st December 2020 needs to be handled via
the new posting setup (i.e. not EU Reverse Charge setup) #

Checklist / suggestions for action - Documents
• Sales Orders – ensure everything is up to date, shipped and invoiced.
Consider what the last date is you will be out shipping orders

• Blanket Orders – will need to be closed off and a new one created for the
remainder (as the existing lines can’t be changed to new VAT Business
Posting Group)
• Open Orders - Change the VAT Business Posting Group on the Invoice
Details FastTab, this will trigger a delete and re entry of the existing lines
with the new VAT Bus. Posting Group BUT care if there has been a price
change (create an Archive Document first for reference).

• Will re trigger Approval process when re releasing the document (consider
turning off the approval when doing the above?) + Dimensions may need to
be re-entered

Checklist / suggestions for action - Documents
• Consider Drop Shipments and Special Orders carefully– the lines are linked,
you can’t just amend a line quantity, you need to delete the line off the PO
then the equivalent line on the Sales Order is not linked and so can be
amended or deleted entirely.
• Sales Quotes – caution when making into an order, suggested process is
archive it then recreate using copy document function

• Also check Jobs, Service Orders etc, there will be others, this section is just
to highlight the starting point

Follow ups – more to come..
• There is more to come on this

• We will try to give more detail, i.e. suggested treatment and issues to watch
out for, for each document type
• Will be shared with all our customers (date tbc)

• We are working on a Questionnaire and a Plan document to be shared with
you, to help you plan and determine which element you may need help
from us with/what changes you may need in your system

• If you have other requirements, for example system integrations or EDI, this
may need to be looked at, you need to review this and then discuss with us.
• We are trying to be really proactive and support you as much as possible
BUT please do not rely on this, please review your system and tell us if you
think there are areas of impact/concern not already mentioned here.

fin
Thank you for watching

